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Abstract 
Over the second half of the 2010s, the /pol/ (‘politically in-
correct’) forum on the 4chan image board has emerged as a 
space within which various extreme political ideologies are 
discussed and cultivated, occasionally informing off-site 
acts of political extremism. While previous research has of-
ten studied this space as a unified whole, it is relevant to 
more specifically demarcate different publics within 4chan’s 
/pol/ board, apart from studying it as an ‘amorphous blob’. 
This paper focuses specifically on ‘generals’ - recurring 
threads with a specific thematic focus identified by a partic-
ular vernacular phrase or tag. By identifying them it is pos-
sible to partition the board’s archive into multiple distinct 
datasets comprising discussions about a particular topic, 
such as Donald Trump, the Syria war, or British politics. 
We provide a dataset containing 58,841 opening posts and 
13,697,738 replies to those, divided over 329 thematically 
distinct general thread collections. In this paper we outline 
our data collection and query protocol, the structure of the 
data and its rationale, as well as a number of suggested re-
search uses for this new data. 

 Introduction   
The 4chan imageboard is a low-tech forum that was initial-
ly set up in 2003 for the discussion of Japanese anime 
(Phillips 2015; Beran 2019). More recently the forum has 
been popularized as a breeding ground for internet memes 
(Zannettou et al. 2018) and, in the last few years, as a 
space where extreme political ideologies are freely dis-
cussed and promoted (Tuters and Hagen 2019; Nagle 
2017). The latter phenomenon is largely particular to one 
of the various thematically distinct discussion boards host-
ed on the site, the ‘Politically Incorrect’ board or /pol/ as it 
is known on 4chan itself.  

The board particularly rose to prominence in the context 
of the 2016 election of Donald Trump as the president of 
the United States of America and its aftermath. It has been 
argued that /pol/’s anons (users of the board, short for 
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‘Anonymous’) ‘memed the president into office’ (Beran 
2019). The election further seems to have served as a cata-
lyst for more extreme ideologies from the right side of the 
spectrum, an undercurrent of antisemitism and xenophobia 
to blossom into what can now be characterized as a far-
right discussion and even recruitment space (Phillips 
2018). Such a profile of the online space together with the 
fact of recently becoming the most popular of the 70 
boards, can be regarded an impetus to study this particular 
image board. 

However, in academic and journalistic coverage 4chan 
and, especially, /pol/ have often been presented as an 
‘amorphous entity’ (Coleman 2015; Phillips, Coleman and 
Beyer 2017). This can be attributed to a lack of empirical 
approaches to dissect the large data body of short, anony-
mous posts; but this view is also at least partially shared by 
users of the site, who tend to think of themselves as part of 
a blob or mass. Recall, for example, the slogan ‘we are 
legion’ popularized by the early-2000s ‘Anonymous’ 
movement originating on 4chan (Beraldo 2017). Further-
more, this view of 4chan as a subculturally coherent mass 
is arguably shaped by the site’s technical affordances. As 
discussed in previous research (e.g. Bernstein et al. 2011; 
Hagen 2018), 4chan’s two most significant affordances are 
anonymity and ephemerality. Anonymity is an important 
feature of the board as on 4chan, to participate in the dis-
cussion one does not need a username, nor do they have to 
present their actual name — by default, someone posting 
on the board is identified as ‘Anonymous’. While one can 
choose another screen name when posting, this name can-
not be ‘claimed’ and may also be used by others, always 
leaving the identity of the poster in doubt. 

In terms of ephemerality, 4chan’s interface sorts threads 
by how recently they have been posted or replied to. How-
ever, after reaching a specific threshold (usually 300 re-
plies on /pol/), threads are no longer sorted to the top of the 
board regardless of how recent the last activity in them 
was. Ultimately, they are deleted from the site altogether, 
usually within a couple of hours or even quicker (Bernstein 
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et al. 2011). While external archives such as 4plebs1 and 
research tools such as 4CAT (Peeters and Hagen 2018) 
provide the possibility to access and collect data from 
4chan/pol, there have been few attempts to disassemble the 
dataset into separate topics of importance. Other authors 
have proposed various ways to go beyond the ‘amorphous 
entity’; for example, Hine et al. (2017), in their analysis of 
a then-current 4chan /pol/ dataset, provide various break-
downs of the data based on the users’ locations, type of 
links contained within a post, and popular shared images. 
A similar analysis of an updated dataset was done by Pa-
pasavva et al. (2020), who additionally utilized Natural 
Language Processing techniques to extract popular topics 
of discussion from the data.  Nevertheless, such analyses 
do not demarcate clear publics or distinct discussion spaces 
within /pol/, and indeed few scholars have attempted to do 
so. We propose that one vernacular practice of 4chan/pol/ - 
that of posting recurring, thematically coherent and semi-
consistently labeled general threads - provides an oppor-
tunity to address this. This paper looks at the cultural prac-
tice of creating general threads by 4chan users and how 
they may be repurposed to provide a more granular reading 
of the board.  

In essence, general threads can be understood as a prac-
tice that aims to counter the aforementioned ephemerality 
of the imageboard’s software. On imageboards like 4chan 
and 8chan, creating and posting in general threads forms a 
way to maintain long-lasting thematic conversations in 
spite of the software’s automatic deletion of data. In prac-
tice, this concerns groups of users manually creating new 
discussion threads with repeated opening texts on an over-
arching topic, for example the war in Syria (see Figure 1). 
For some general threads, this is done even before the 
previous post is deleted. For example, ‘/ptg/ President 
Trump general’ has been shown to be posted on /pol/ as 
often as every half an hour (Bach et al. 2018), allowing for 
specific discussions to continue and live updates to be 
included. Previous research has looked at the ‘Pizzagate 
general’ threads in relation to the creation of the Pizzagate 
conspiracy theory (Tuters, Jokubauskaitė and Bach 2018) 
and the organization of responsibilities in two most fre-
quent general threads, namely ‘/sg/ Syria general’ and 
‘/ptg/ President Trump general’ (Bach et al. 2018). How-
ever, an approach that provides a more comprehensive 
overview of the board from the perspective of the general 
threads is missing from academic inquiry.   

The dataset provided within this paper covers the tem-
poral mapping of the most prominent themes on 4chan/pol/ 
through the general threads found between December 2013 
and end of May 2019. In this paper, we first present the 
general approach to query design and data collection, fol-
lowed by a description of the contents of the dataset. Final-
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ly, we conclude with a brief reflection on the purposes this 
data may be used for. The data itself is available on the 
Zenodo data repository2. 

 

 
Figure 1. An opening post of Syria General (12th January, 2020) 

Query Design 
Detecting manually constructed posts that include typos, 
variations3 and gradual changes4 in the subject line poses a 
number of difficulties when working with a large dataset. 
Nonetheless, from an initial overview of a data sample and 
previous observations (Bach et al. 2018; Tuters, Jokubaus-
kaitė and Bach 2018) it is known that the general threads 
can be recognizable through the subject of the opening post 
(OP), i.e. the title of a thread, usually containing the word 
‘general’, like ‘president trump general’, and/or an abbre-
viation between two slashes, like ‘/ptg/’. Therefore, to 
identify tentative general threads within the broader 4chan 
corpus, we first extracted all between-slashes abbreviations 
or phrases that preceded the word ‘general’ which occurred 
more than 10 times across all post subjects. 

The output was then cleaned by analysing a sample of 
opening posts retrieved with each abbreviation or phrase 
and subsequently removing false positives. Following that, 
each of the resulting datasets was manually analysed and a 
number of them were combined where appropriate. For 
                                                 
2 Data is available at doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3603292 
3 For example, ‘christian general’ and ‘christianity general’ 
4 The ‘national socialism general’ had iterated through a number of 
abbreviations and signifying symbols over time, for example, ‘natsoc’, 
‘/natsoc/’, ‘/nsg/’, a swastika symbol etc., used in various combinations 
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instance, ‘/mlg/ marxism leninism’ and ‘/mlg/ marxism-
leninism’ were merged as were other general threads with 
similar minor differences in titles or those that indicated a 
change in naming conventions over time. Final per-general 
queries were then designed based on the organized phrases 
and abbreviations. This resulted in 329 separate queries for 
as many coherent, recurring general threads, with any-
where between 8 and 14,853 opening posts in each. 

It is worth noting that the approach presented produces a 
‘snapshot of query design’ rather than a number of specific 
queries that one could apply on a different dataset (e.g. 
with another date range), since new general threads may 
emerge over time and their titles evolve. New vernacular 
may surface that necessitates other querying strategies. The 
contribution of this paper then is twofold; the general que-
ry design strategy may be adapted to differently demarcat-
ed data source as researchers see fit, while we provide a 
dataset created through a set of queries for a specific, sig-
nificant period of time that is in itself a useful dataset for 
further research. 

Data Collection 
The generals’ datasets presented here comprise all posts 
within the distinct general threads demarcated through the 
querying strategy described in the previous section. Posts 
within these general threads were collected through 4CAT, 
a research tool developed by the Open Intelligence Lab 
(Peeters and Hagen 2018). The tool allows one to query the 
full archive of 4chan’s /pol/ board, thus providing a com-
plete dataset from which general threads may be parti-
tioned. This initial full dataset consisted of posts retrieved 
through 4chan’s API. It covers the full history of the board 
from its beginning in late 2013 up to the moment the da-
tasets were created, on 25 May 2019.  

While 4chan’s public API5 does not explicitly allow re-
trieving data for research purposes, its terms of use can 
generally be characterized as permissive, only disallowing 
excessive use and misuse of the 4chan brand. Furthermore, 
4chan by its nature is an anonymous platform, and 
usernames are not unique, minimizing the risk of the data 
containing personally identifying information. As such, our 
data collection does not violate either 4chan’s own terms 
of use or wider laws regarding data collection, such as the 
EU’s General Data Protection Regulation. 

Queries were made for posts between 30 November 
2013 (shortly after /pol/ was created) and 25 May 2019. 
While due to the large number of distinct general threads 
found on /pol/ it would be impractical to list all queries 
here, we provide those for three of the largest general 
threads here as an example:  

                                                 
5 Documented at github.com/4chan/4chan-API. 

• President Trump General: ‘president trump general’ | 
‘president drumpf general’ | ‘/ptg/’ (14,853 opening 
posts, 4,530,199 replies) 

• Syria General: ‘syria general’ ‘/sg/’ (6,213 opening 
posts, 1,825,142 replies) 

• Communism General: ‘communism general’ -‘anti-
communism’ -‘anti communism’ (2,276 opening posts, 
123,588 replies) 

Other queries as well as statistics per general such as the 
number of opening posts and replies per general may be 
found in the Zenodo dataset accompanying this paper6. 

These queries follow the binary search query syntax 
supported by 4CAT’s search engine, Sphinx7, and more 
generally by well-known search engines such as Google. 
Datasets for specific generals were created by selecting all 
posts that either have a title matching the query, or are a 
reply to such a post. Combined, these queries matched 
58,841 opening posts across all distinct general threads as 
well as 13,697,738 replies within those threads. This is 
considered to cover all posts within general threads on 
/pol/.  

While a further, in-depth analysis of these generals 
would be an interesting avenue for future work, we can 
provide an overview of the key themes these datasets (and 
4chan’s issue space) cover, retrieved via a cursory, induc-
tive break-down of the topics into broad categories. The 
aforementioned Donald Trump-related general threads take 
up a category of their own with almost half (46.4%) of all 
opening posts in the datasets presented in this paper. In 
comparison, threads dedicated to other politicians all com-
bined take up only 1.7% of all generals. Two other signifi-
cant categories are those that cover discussions of left 
(3.5%) and right (3.4%) wing political ideologies. This, 
however, does not necessarily signal that some 4chan/pol 
users subscribe to leftist political thought, but rather that 
there is a small issue space where this topic is discussed, 
criticized and ridiculed. Finally, two other major categories 
include country or state politics, in which 21.7% of general 
threads falls, as well as the topic of war or conflict with 
7.8% of the threads. The remaining 15.5% are divided 
among smaller categories, including religion, disasters, 
conspiracies, self-improvement, identity politics, et cetera.  

Data Format 
For each general thread, a csv (comma-separated values) 
file is provided containing all posts ordered by post time 
(from old to new). For each post, a subset of the data fields 
provided by the 4chan API is included: 

                                                 
6 These may be found in the ‘_index.csv’ file. 
7 sphinxsearch.com 
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• thread_id: The identifier of the thread the posts belong 
to, equivalent to the identifier of the first post in the 
thread. 

• id: The identifier of the post. For opening posts, this is 
equivalent to thread_id. 

• timestamp and unix_timestamp: The moment the post 
was created on 4chan, in both human-readable and 
UNIX epoch-based format. 

• body: The full post text, stripped of HTML tags. 
• subject: The post subject (title). This will be empty for 

all posts but the very first one in a thread. 
• author: The name of the author. This will be ‘Anony-

mous’ for the vast majority of posts, as this is the default 
username on 4chan and not many change it. 

• image_file: The original file name of the image attached 
to the post, if any. 

• image_md5: An MD5 hash digest of the image file at-
tached to the post, if any. This may be used to retrieve 
the original image via third-party 4chan archive sites. 

• country_code: One of the distinguishing features of the 
/pol/ board on 4chan is that it allows people to add a 
country identifier to their post. By default, this is set to 
the country the poster’s internet connection is located 
(via their IP address) at. This field mostly follows the 
ISO 3166 alpha-1 country code standard, though 4chan 
also allows people to identify themselves with fictional 
‘meme countries’ for which this field may be empty or 
contain a non-standard code.  

• country_name: The full name of the country the poster is 
identified with, if available. 
While more data fields are available in the original 

4CAT database, which mostly follows the 4chan API’s 
data structure, 4chan provides a large number of such 
fields of which many are somewhat trivial (e.g. image 
thumbnail height), can be derived from the other data if 
needed (the amount of images in a thread) or are mostly 
internally relevant to 4chan (the numeric ID of a posted 
image). The data fields included in the dataset, then, are 
those most immediately relevant to researchers who want 
to study 4chan activity from a cultural or linguistic per-
spective, retaining the full information necessary to recon-
struct posting activity and content for the generals while 
removing information that is less useful and would in-
crease the file size of the data files. As such, the dataset 
comprises a complete view of the generals - within the 
queries’ date range - for research purposes. 

Conclusions and Future Work 
This paper has presented 329 distinct datasets, together 
forming a larger data body of general threads on the ‘Polit-
ically Incorrect’ board on 4chan. This data positions 4chan 
as a collection of distinct - and crucially, distinguishable - 
conversations, as an alternative to studying it as a mono-

lithic discussion space. As such, the datasets on offer here 
may contribute to investigations of 4chan’s demographics, 
which have been particularly difficult given its anonymous 
nature; or to track the interests of the platform over time, 
providing greater understanding of the intellectual preoc-
cupations of the ‘underbelly of the internet’. As a corpus of 
over 13 million distinct and categorized posts, it can also 
serve as a basis for (socio-)linguistic analysis of 4chan’s 
subcultures, which have been noted for their vernacular 
innovation (De Zeeuw and Tuters 2020).  

The paper also serves as a showcase for the method im-
plemented in retrieving the datasets. Besides using the 
provided data for future research work, the principal query 
design steps discussed here can be reproduced when deal-
ing with a similar 4chan dataset (different timeframe or 
board) as well as data from other imageboards with a simi-
lar structure and utilizing a comparable cultural practice of 
general threads. Therefore, our hope is that the use of both 
the data provided and its collection methods can serve as a 
foundation for a more nuanced understanding of anony-
mous image boards as a discussion and issue space. 
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